Rich Redmond’s CRASH Course for SuccessTM
SCHOOL EXPERIENCE
Rich Redmond’s “CRASH Course For SuccessTM” School Experience is
an entertaining, motivational and educational event that highlights
the mindset needed to succeed in the game of life. Using his gift of
drumming, Rich drives home this universal concept which stands for:
COMMITMENT – RELATIONSHIPS – ATTITUDE – SKILL – HUNGER

“As principal, I feel Rich
Redmond’s delivery,
credibility, and message
is spot on with what we
are trying to do to
encourage, motivate,
and inspire young
people these days.”

Scott Kruse, Principal
T.S. Hill Middle School
Dexter, MO

This is a highly educational and entertaining event for both teachers
and students of all ages. With over 20 years of experience playing on
some of the world’s biggest stages, Rich has combined his skills as a
top call musician and entertainer with a positive message that is
applicable to any school institution or audience. In addition to
performing, Rich encourages all of the students to study hard, live
healthy and achieve success by preparing for life’s challenges.
Rich’s energy is contagious and attendees respond to CRASH concepts
with a sense of excitement and inspiration. An animated and dynamic
speaker, he captivates the audience with his passion and engages
them directly. He then challenges them to pursue their dreams.
Watch Rich Redmond’s CRASH Course promotional video
For booking information, visit www.crashcourseforsuccess.com
For scheduling information, email booking@richredmond.com

Rich’s “CRASH Course For SuccessTM” presents students with
life skills necessary for achieving success in the game of life, as
seen through the eyes of a popular musician.
The event flows effortlessly in a talk-play-talk-play FUN format.
In a broader scope, Rich’s presentation can be tailored to
audiences of all sizes, ages, and backgrounds. Music and the
presenter’s love of rhythm are used as a means of expression
for global concepts.
Some themes presented during the event:
• Positive Mental Attitude
• Attitude-Behavior-Consequence
• Passion-Determination-Persistence
• Personality-People Skills-Presence
• Goal Setting and the Pursuit of Dreams
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Rich Redmond Factoids:

“Rich’s entertaining style really captures the attention of
everyone in the audience. He inspires students of all ages to
devote positive attitudes toward the work required to lead
successful lives-even beyond music. Rich’s enthusiasm cannot
be misunderstood. I left the experience ready to burst out of
my shell!” - David Speer, Assistant Band Director, FHS
Friendship ISD Percussion Coordinator

Award winning and Grammy
nominated drummer with
multi-platinum country rocker
Jason Aldean.
Played on 16 #1 hits. Jason
Aldean’s records have sold well
over 7 million units and 13 million
single downloads.
Also played on the #1 and #2 most
played songs on radio for 2011.
Toured/recorded/performed with
Ludacris, Kelly Clarkson, Bryan
Adams, Joe Perry, Jewel, Miranda
Lambert, Kid Rock, The Pointer
Sisters, John Eddie, Pam Tillis,
Deana Carter and many others.
Performs sold out shows of
25-70,000 fans nightly and to over
one million fans per year. Nearly
every show of the “My Kind Of
Party” Tour was sold out.
Visit www.richredmond.com.
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